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Discourse XVIII
“As I see it, there isn’t so much to do.    Just be ordinary-put on your robes, eat your food,

and pass the time doing nothing.    You who come here from every quarter all have the idea of
seeking Buddha, seeking Dharma, seeking emancipation, seeking to get out of the three realms.
Foolish fellows!    When you’ve left the three realms where would you go?

‘Buddha’ and ‘patriarch’ are only names of praise-bondage.    Do you want to know the
three realms?    They are not separate from the mind-ground of you who right now are listening
to my discourse.    Your single covetous thought is the realm of desire; your single angry thought
is the realm of form; your single delusive thought is the realm of formlessness.    These are the
furnishings within your own house.    The three realms do not of themselves proclaim: ‘We are
the three realms!’    But you, followers of the Way, right now vividly illumining all things and tak-
ing the measure of the world, you give the names to the three realms.”

Yesterday I spoke about equality, but without finishing the explanation we had to stop the
talk.    But, anyway, all of us here are now stopped in this world called the present moment.    And
it goes without saying that this world is the world of matter, the material world.    And tied up by
the material world, not being able to transcend this material world, you get into all sorts of trou-
ble, including fighting, even, with one another, and so looking at this situation, Buddhists make
an effort to help these people trapped in the material world.    

This world as I said yesterday, is the world of past, present and future.    This is what is
meant by the three realms, the three worlds, and within the present world, the present realm, we
have many friends, many brothers, many sisters, many different kinds of people who are existing
here with us.    According to Zen the world of the future is the world of father, and father resides
in the world of the future with his friends, and his siblings.    And in the world of the past is the
mother residing with her friends and other mothers.    When we speak of all existent beings what
is meant is all the existent beings in the three realms, in the future, the present, and the past.    

If we point to places of where these worlds are we can say that the world of the future is
in heaven, the world of the past is this great earth, and the world of the present is that world in
between these two.    We can call this world the great cosmos.    This great cosmos, this great uni-
verse includes both past, present and future, includes both mother, father, and the self, the child.
All things, all existent beings are residing in the same place, and making the same place their
home.    

Before the appearance of the three realms there was a state which is not the material.
The state which we could call the true present.    The state where there is no past, no present, or
no future.    What kind of a thing is it which sometimes creates this one world, and sometimes
creates the three worlds.    It’s an activity.    This activity is manifesting a cosmos which is a sin-
gle unique, one and only universe.    

Although I’m jumping around a little bit in the talk here, if we were to give a character, if
we were to personify this activity we can call it the dharmakaya.    The great universe has the ac-
tivity of the dharmakaya as its content, and doing this activity it manifests the body of the dhar-
makaya.    The activity of the dharmakaya is always manifesting the body of the dharmakaya,
which is a one and only body.    And as I have been saying up until yesterday, this condition is the
condition of the origin, or the source of everything.    

If we must use these terms, and people like this word ‘spiritual,’ we can say that this
world is the world which has transcended the material.    It is the spiritual world.    The dhar-
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makaya activity is manifesting the body of the dharmakaya, it’s manifesting the spiritual body.
The spiritual world is different than the material world.    It is a world in which there is no self.
No self which does the activity of consciousness.    The spiritual world is the condition where
there is no one to see, and no one to be seen.    This condition of the origin is such a condition.
Although we say ‘spiritual world.’ It is still active.    It is doing the activity of the spiritual world.

As I always say this spiritual activity is in Sanskrit called tatha or tatha-ta.    We can ana-
lyze and think about this spiritual activity, and see that it is made of two activities, of plus and
minus, or tatha-gata and tatha-agata, thus going and thus coming.    These two opposing activities
working within this spiritual world act, and manifest the three worlds of past, present and future.

When the origin does the activity of the separation of subject and object, that is when the
three realms appear.    We can say that the object activity is the activity of plus, or tatha-gata, and
the subject activity, the minus activity is the activity of tatha-agata, thus coming.    But this state
of the separation of subject and object, or host and guest, doesn’t stop, doesn’t fixate.    Again
subject and object meet and become one.

Appearing here is a new spiritual world, a new world of the origin, a new cosmos.    We
can call it the great universe two.    And this great cosmos number two again does the activity of
the separation of subject and object, and again the activity of the oneness of subject and object,
and  manifests  the  cosmos  number  three.      The  activity  of  tatha-ta,  and  through this  acting,
through this process, an uncountable, numberless number of new universes are created until fi-
nally it comes to the point where it cannot manifest any more new universes.    This is the ex-
tremity.    The maximum point.

The activity of tatha-ta is doing the activity of expanding, until it reaches the point where
it no longer needs to expand anymore.    I have to explain in detail the principle of how this oc-
curs.    The actual details of this I’ve spoken about many times so I’ll skip over them now, but the
upshot is that eventually the tatha activity will reach this maximum expanse, this most large great
cosmos, this largest body of the dharma.    

The activity tatha-ta is always acting to making the body of tatha-ta or tatha, and within
the process of this making newer and newer bodies of itself, inevitably the three realms will ap-
pear and disappear over and over again.    When we say ‘one true nature,’ or the activity of true
love, when we say that this is what the origin, the source of everything is, we mean that it is of
course this spiritual world.

When this absolute expanse is reached does the activity stop there?    No, it can’t tarry.
Then the minus activity takes the lead and begins to contract, shrink this condition down.    The
position of Buddhism is that then this activity does again the cyclic, repetitive activity of oneness
and then separation of subject and object, over and over again until it manifests the absolute
small.

To go from the smallest condition of the origin to the largest condition of the origin and
back again, how long does it take to do that.    If we talk about how much time it takes it’s like
talking about a children’s dream story, or a myth.    We say it takes eighty kalpas, eighty unfath-
omable eons of time.    We can’t really get a handle on this.    We can’t really feel what this is, but
we can say that it  is  the zero time.      Even one kalpa is  an incredibly long amount of time.
Within one unfathomable kalpa they say that there are eighty two thousand minor kalpas in-
cluded in that.    And there are many explanations to describe how long one of these minor, eighty
two thousand within the major kalpas, are.    There are also explanations in the tradition of how
long one moment is.    Now one moment (Roshi hits stand) is said to be perhaps one seventieth,
or in some explanations, one eightieth of a second.    And oppositely we can say that in this one
moment that one kalpa appears in this one moment.    So how much time really is packed into
one hour, or one day, or one year.    It’s the kind of thing that we can’t really get a grasp on.    We
can’t really feel it.    This activity of kalpa, this length of time, is what has given forth this kind of
thought that is un-feelable, un-thinkable.    This kind of thinking had already arisen in India be-
fore the birth of Buddhism.    And Buddhism borrowed this way of thinking and speaking about
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time, and made it part of itself.
But, anyway, this great cosmos is doing the activity of the absolute maximum, and the ab-

solute minimum.    That which is repeating over and over again the absolute maximum and abso-
lute minimum, that is what we mean by the great universe.

To go back a little bit, the two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, tatha-gata is the ex-
panding activity, and tatha-agata is the contracting activity.      When the activity of expanding
takes the lead, then the activity of contracting follows.    We can say that this is when the activity
is progressing, or moving forward.    In the case of contraction it’s the minus, the tatha-agata, thus
coming activity, and the plus activity follows, and contraction occurs.    But we don’t just explain
it this way unconditionally.    When you can manifest the wisdom which clearly knows the princi-
ple of how this dharma activity, this tatha, tatha-ta activity works, then you can explain it like
this.

Everything, everyone is meeting with this dharma activity and through this is appearing
and disappearing, living and dying.    Everything is appearing through meeting with the dharma
activity, and everything will be hidden , will disappear through this same meeting up with the
dharma activity.    Where did existent things appear from?    It shouldn’t be necessary to explain
it.    When the three realms of past, present and future, along with the future and the past realms
all existent things appear.    And where do they disappear to?    When they meet up with the activ-
ity of the oneness of subject and object, then this present realm disappears along with the past
and the future.    

This is the conclusion that Rinzai reaches when he says, “Just be ordinary.”    It means ev-
erything is equal.    Everything is equal in the sense that everything is appearing within this one
world, and disappearing back into the same one world.    But some practitioners will pop up and
say, “But the existence of a human being is different than that of a plant, a grass or a tree.”
Clever people can say this clever sort of logic.    Why can they say it?    They can say it because
they’ve experienced being a dog.    They have experienced having become a grass.    They have
experienced having become a being which lives in heaven. 

These kind of clever people will say, of course not everything is equal.    Look at plants,
bugs, fish, birds, animals, people; everything is different.      But even plants will manifest the
complete, perfect condition of plant, and when they do that they will absolute perfect condition.
The complete condition is zero.    We can say they're manifesting zero. 

When they are alive, whether it’s a grass or a dog, everything is different.    But when the
dog manifests the complete condition of dog, the dog is manifesting zero.    When a person mani-
fests the complete person, that is zero.    Whether it’s a grass or a human being or a dog, when
they manifest this complete condition, the they are equal.    Then they are manifesting zero.    It’s
different then when they are manifesting this flesh of the material world.    

And to the extent that you can manifest this wisdom, that is really doing Zen practice, and
the training to do this kind practice is not at all difficult.    It’s very simple.    But, practitioners
seems to have this tendency of fixating to their ‘I am’ self, and that’s why it gets hard. 

And we say then that within the world of zero the world of differences appear.    Differ-
ences are always embraced by this world of zero.    The position of Buddhism is to recognize
both these worlds, the world of differences, and the world of equality.    

When we are recognizing the world of differences, always the self is being controlled by
the activities of past and future.    Whether it’s a grass or a dog or a bird or a person, when that
being is manifesting in the material, physical world, it is undergoing being controlled by past and
future.    But when true love is manifest then the material world is transcended.    All of you who
have been practicing, you have all been practicing for at least a year, this should be something
easy for you to understand.    But attached to your ‘I am’ self, then you try to think about the way
of being of the self, and the nature of the world, and you just can’t seem to manifest.    And this is
why wars come up.    It’s a very pitiful situation.

When he says, “just be ordinary,” it means that if you simply follow this dharma activity,
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if you simply freely obey the activity which is creating the universe, then there is nothing strange
about it, and there is nothing difficult about it.    And next he says, “just put on your robes, and
eat your food, and pass your time doing nothing.”    It means whether you are eating your meals,
or dressing, or doing your work, or doing exercise, all of your activities will be as if you were
doing nothing without any worries, without any trouble.    

And then he looks out on his friends who are there to try to study Zen with him, and
again he calls out to them.    You who have come from every quarter!    You forty people who are
here, where did you come from?    Everybody has their own home.    If you violate your own
home, that is a violation of the law.      Every individual person has their individual home, their
individual place of residence.    That’s how you are mad up.    Within the ethics of the human
world this individual self, individual standpoint, individual home, is recognized.    

Everybody has their own house, but without throwing that house away you have left that
house, and have gathered here.    But in Nyorai Zen we say there are no existent beings who are
appearing separate from their  place of residence.      Things always appear together with their
home.    So you will be punished by the law if you violate someone’s home.    It’s as if you were
killing someone.    

What is this individual self, anyway?    It is the limitation of the great cosmos.    The con-
dition of the cosmos limiting itself.     If you can become free from this limited self, then the
whole great cosmos itself will become your home.    Where is your real home?

Everyone has come to this dirtiest of churches is America.    This dirty hole.    You have to
see clearly into this principle and manifest the wisdom which knows this principle.    When all of
you have your own individual home, but when you have gathered here, finally, for the first time,
this one and only unique world appears.    But although all forty of you are meeting here in this
room, without understanding the principle of this world of oneness, this one unique world, you
are here.    Because the forty of you here don’t understand this principle of one unique world, you
are all here thinking your own various and individual thoughts.

If we have to put it into words we say that all forty of you are standing on the absolute
center of gravity, and appearing here.    All forty of you are doing the activity of holding this one
absolute center of gravity, and appearing here.    Rinzai is saying that if you can see clearly into
this principle then there’s no need to be searching for any kind of Buddha, or dharma.    Everyone
will get calmed down.    Everyone will say, “It’s great.     The forty of us have met.      We can
dance.    We can enjoy each other.”    But what if you can’t manifest the wisdom that understands
that we all mutually are holding this same center of gravity, what happens then?
宇宙の中に住居しておりながら宇宙を求める , cofg　のうえに立っておりながら cofgを
求める。
You will fall into individualistic thinking.    Although you are in the universe you will be search-
ing for the universe.    Although you are standing right on the center of gravity, you’ll be looking
for the center of gravity.    And you will think that you want to transcend this material world.
You will think that you will want to truly reach salvation.    

Everyday I’m repeating myself over and over again, and I’m getting sick of it, too.    It’s
exactly time to stop so please forgive me. 
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